Custom made total hip replacement--necessary or not?
Indication and technical requirements analyses for custom made THR have been made. Indications for the use of custom made THR and the results achieved have been assessed according to the available literature and compared to the results of standard THR. There is a significant divergence in indications, late results and production costs. Clinical reports focus mostly on individual project metric data preparation method, technical aspects (such as shape or used material) or implantation method. Biomechanical analysis of achievable range of motion, ways of load transportation and equalization of frequently substantial discrepancy in leg length, is more hypothetical. The difficulty stems from the soft tissue quality which cannot be determined precisely, the cause of contracture or dynamic dysfunction triggered by the change of muscle action axis and muscle force over the joint, after changes of offset and joint axis of motion. In complicated cases, preoperative planning of a single approach/solution strategy can pose severe difficulties which would be hard to overcome during operation. Analysis was based on 2 cases.